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Our Beginnings in Argentina

Grosso Group Leadership
Joseph Grosso is the founder and President of Grosso Group
Management Ltd. Mr. Grosso became one of the early pioneers
of the mining sector in Argentina in 1993, when mining
was opened to foreign investment. He has a long standing
relationship with Argentina through both business dealings
and family ties.
The Grosso Group brings together a core team of highly skilled
professionals whose dedication and diverse expertise
in the resource sector create the competitive advantage
that the Grosso Group member companies enjoy.
The Grosso Group’s professional areas of expertise
facilitate successful exploration and development of projects
and encompass cutting edge exploration technology,
property acquisition, respectful principles for good community relations, environmental protection, regulatory
compliance, government relations, corporate development, financing, marketing and general administration.
The Grosso Group is a not for profit management organization whose mandate is to provide these essential
services to its member companies.
The Grosso Group is recognized for its commitment to the development of good long term community relations
through the implementation of principles and practices that promote:
• Respect and preservation of cultural norms and heritage.
• Timely and frequent consultation, transparent communication and collaboration with communities to foster trust
and long term relationships.
• Environmental protection and risk management.
• Corporate social initiatives and sustainable development.
• Health, safety and education that ensures the welfare of all.
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Our Companies
The Grosso Group and its member companies embrace the opportunity to work together with all stakeholders
and take this responsibility very seriously as it is a key component of maintaining our privilege to operate.
The future remains promising for the Grosso Group and its member companies as they benefit from a long track
record of discoveries and established trust due to its operational model and practices of retaining a social licence.
The Grosso Group and its member companies have been welcome in all jurisdictions where they operate for
29 years achieving all required permits with zero community rejections.

GOLD / COPPER
Golden Arrow has amassed a valuable property portfolio of advanced projects situate
in prolific trends, has a track record of multiple discoveries and currently has key gold
and copper projects that are being fast tracked to potential new discoveries in Argentina
and Chile.

TSX V: GRG | FSE: G6A | OTC: GARWF

UR ANIUM / VANADIUM
Blue Sky’s flagship Ivana / Amarillo Grande deposit is an in house discovery and the largest
uranium discovery in Argentina in 40 years. Blue Sky continues to advance drill targets
at Ivana to increase the resources delineated in its Preliminary Economic Assessment
that have the potential to be developed into a low cost production.

TSX V: BSK | FSE: MAL2 | OTC: BKUCF

LITHIUM
Argentina Lithium is acquiring and developing high quality lithium projects to production
in the world renowned “Lithium Triangle” in order to meet the growing global demand
of the electric vehicle battery sector.

TSX V: LIT | FSE: OAY3 | OTC: PNXLF
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Mining Exploration Pioneer in Argentina
Joseph Grosso, the founder of Grosso Group,
responded to Argentina opening its doors to foreign
investors to acquire government owned assets back
in 1993. To his great surprise, Argentina had remained
quasi outside of mining development activity.
Mr. Grosso assembled a team of expert geologists
to undertake a country wide study of Argentina
to confirm the existence of its geological potential,
as he knew that some of the most prolific geological
trends had to cross over from the 9,573 km of
international borders with countries that were
developing mining. When the study was completed
in 1995, it strongly confirmed the existence of the
geological values throughout Argentina’s large land mass
of 2.78M sq. km. (the eighth largest country in the world).
Seizing the opportunity to become a leading pioneer
restarting mining exploration in Argentina, Mr. Grosso
began staking and acquiring a property portfolio situate
in the key regions identified in the commissioned study.
The Grosso Group and its member companies have,
over time, staked or acquired collectively approximately
1M hectares of properties in highly prospective regions of
South America with a main focus in Argentina and Chile.
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The Grosso Group and its member companies have developed mining operations and practices that
have sustained the Grosso Group and its member companies for 29 years of successes and multiple discoveries
in Argentina:

1998 - Gualcamayo Gold Mine previously operated by Yamana
2002 - Navidad Silver Deposit (1.2M oz. of silver) owned by Pan American Silver
2012 - Chinchillas Silver Mine owned by SSR Mining Inc.
2018 - Ivana/Amarillo Grande Uranium / Vanadium Deposit Discovery owned by Blue Sky Uranium
Corporation, the largest uranium discovery in Argentina in the last 40 years

The Grosso Group member companies continue exploring in multiple jurisdictions:

Golden Arrow Resources Corporation
Currently advancing key gold and copper projects in Argentina and Chile that have the potential
to generate the next new discoveries.

Blue Sky Uranium Corporation
Advancing on drill targets to increase the resources delineated in its Preliminary Economic Assessment
on the Ivana / Amarillo Grande Uranium/Vanadium deposit in Argentina.

Argentina Lithium & Energy Corporation
Acquiring and developing high quality lithium projects to production in the world renowned “Lithium Triangle”
in order to meet the growing global demand of the electric vehicle battery sector.
The future remains promising for the Grosso Group and its member companies as they benefit from a long
track record of discoveries and established trust due to its operational model and practices of retaining
a social licence. The Grosso Group and its member companies have been welcome in all jurisdictions
where they operate for 29 years achieving all required permits with zero community rejections.
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A Long History of Success
1993

1998

2002

MINING PIONEER
Mr. Joseph Grosso recognized the

DIVIDEND SHARES OF
VICEROY RESOURCES

DISCOVERY OF NAVIDAD
PURE SILVER DEPOSIT

opportunity in Argentina for mineral

Paid to shareholders of IMA Explorations

Currently has more than 1.2B oz. of silver,

resources and world-class discoveries and

Inc., a member company of the Grosso

measured and indicated, and potential for

became a “mining pioneer” reopening

Group tax free

more, now owned by Pan American Silver

2007

2007

2009

URANIUM EXPERT
Dr. Jorge Berizzo, an expert Argentine

DISCOVERY BY BLUE SKY
URANIUM CORPORATION

on the Gualcamayo Gold Mine discovery

uranium geologist who discovered the

The first uranium discovery in the province

“Cerro Solo” uranium deposit in the

of Río Negro, Argentina

province of Chubut, Argentina, joins Blue

with the assistance of Dr. Berizzo

mining activity ahead of major mining
companies

ROYALTY REVENUES

Sky Uraniumenergy / uranium

2014

2015

2016

AWARD TO MR. JOSEPH GROSSO
Mr. Joseph Grosso is named

AWARD TO GOLDEN ARROW
RESOURCES CORPORATION

IRON SOUTH MINING
CORPORATION

“Prominent International Business” during

Named “Exploration Company

Changes its name to Argentina Lithium

the Argentina Mining Conference

of the Year” in Argentina by leading

& Energy Corp.: focussed on acquiring high

South American mining publications

quality lithium projects

2018

2019

2019

GOLDEN ARROW RESOURCES
CORPORATION

BLUE SKY URANIUM
CORPORATION

GOLDEN ARROW RESOURCES
CORPORATION

Start of Production: The Chinchillas Mine

Announces Preliminary Economic

Sells its 25% Interest in Puna Operations/

starts production on December 3, 2018

Assessment: on the Ivana Uranium /

Chinchillas Mine

Vanadium Deposit and Amarillo Grande
Deposit
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2003

2004

2004

DIVIDEND SHARES

AWARD TO MR. JOSEPH GROSSO

Of Golden Arrow Resources

Named “Argentina’s Mining Man of the

to shareholders of IMA Explorations Inc.

Year” by leading South American mining

NEW “CLEAN” ENERGY
COMPANY, BLUE SKY URANIUM
CORPORATION

(a Grosso Group member company),

publications

A new member company of the Grosso
Group focused on renewable energy /

tax and cost free, creating a new

uranium

important mining company member
of the Grosso Group

2012

2012

2013

DISCOVERY OF CHINCHILLAS
DEPOSIT

SALE OF THE GUALCAMAYO
GOLD MINE ROYALTY

AWARD TO GROSSO GROUP

Golden Arrow Resources announces

Golden Arrow Resources sells

for the Grosso Group’s 23 year history

multiple bonanza silver intercepts

its Gualcamayo royalty for $17.5M,

of mining activity in Argentina

on its Chinchillas silver/lead/zinc deposit

recovering $24M in development expenses

from leading South American

in the province of Jujuy, Argentina

on the Navidad silver discovery for a total

mining publications

Mr. Joseph Grosso receives award

of $41M, maintaining control and avoiding
the issue of millions of dilutive shares
from treasury allowing Golden Arrow
Resources to continue exploration

2016

2017

2018

GOLDEN ARROW RESOURCES
CORPORATION’S CHINCHILLAS
SILVER DEPOSIT

PRODUCER STATUS FOR
GOLDEN ARROW RESOURCES
CORPORATION

BLUE SKY URANIUM
CORPORATION

Advances to pre feasibility and mine

Producer status achieved by forming a JV

Announcement of initial mineral resource

exploitation permitting

with SSR Mining Inc. on Golden Arrow’s

estimate for the Ivana Deposit / Amarillo

Chinchillas discovery creating Puna

Grande Uranium / Vanadium Deposit

Operations Inc. to put the Chinchillas
Deposit into production

2020

2022

GOLDEN ARROW RESOURCES
CORPORATION

GOLDEN ARROW RESOURCES
CORPORATION

Expands into Chile and Paraguay

Purchases a 100% interest in the San

advancing copper and gold projects

Pietro Iron oxide Copper Gold project
(formerly known as Radiss in Chile from
Sumitomo Metal Mining Chile Ltd.
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Initial Mineral Resource Estimate:
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Responsible Mining
Building Stronger Community Relations
The Grosso Group organization is proud to be recognized as a leader in the field of community relations work
throughout South America by local governments, communities and their representatives. Grosso Group, through
Joseph Grosso, achieves its mission by maintaining high professional standards of mining management and
committing to community relations through the implementation of principles and practices that promote:
• Respect and preservation of local customs, traditions, heritage
• Timely and frequent transparent information and dialogue
• Environmental protection and risk management
• Health, education and safety
• Sustainable community development that ensures the welfare of all including vulnerable groups
or minorities within communities
• Accountability and fulfillment of commitments
The Grosso Group believes it is vital, before any exploration activity begins, to commence a respectful process
of consultation and information with surface owners, communities and their representatives to establish trust
and build an ongoing positive relationship that is paramount to achieving permits and retaining a social licence.
In 29 years, neither the Grosso Group nor its member companies have ever been denied a permit or social licence.
The Grosso Group model of operation encompasses programs and communication strategies that clearly define
objectives, commitments and accountability that are mandatory for Grosso Group member companies to accept
and implement through formalized agreements with surface owners, communities and their representatives.
This model is designed to support surface owners and communities at various levels and through dialogue
to discern the issues affecting them, address pressing concerns and steps that assist community development.

Safeguarding the Environment
Grosso Group together with its member companies embrace the responsibility of environmental management
by complying with applicable laws and regulations and by seeking and implementing solutions to safeguard
the environment.
Over the decades, Grosso Group and its member companies have minimized their environmental footprint
in the regions we have worked and we strive to constantly improve our methods of operation. This commitment
is driven by the core values and actions of our management and geology teams.
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Leadership
Joseph Grosso
Executive Chairman, CEO and President
Mr. Joseph Grosso is a respected entrepreneur and the founder of the Grosso Group.
He has extensive international business experience having operated for decades in
North / South America as well as in various European and Asian countries. Of Italian
descent and fluent in Italian, English and Spanish, Mr. Grosso has lived in Argentina
and Peru where he acquired a very deep appreciation for Latin culture.
From his corporate headquarters in Vancouver, Canada, Mr. Grosso has developed
a strong network of long term national and international financials relationships
that are beneficial to the member companies of the Grosso Group. His speciality is
financing, corporate negotiations and marketing strategies. Mr. Grosso has successfully formed strategic alliances
and negotiated with mining industry major companies such as Barrick, Teck, Newmont, Yamana Gold, Vale S.A.
and SSR Mining Inc.
Mr. Grosso is an early and passionate ambassador of best practices in environmental protection and socioeconomic and community relations. He has been recognized with numerous awards for his achievements
in the mining sector as well as his philanthropic endeavours.

Acknowledgements:

2005
2013

Mr. Grosso named “Argentina’s Mining Man of the Year”
Mr. Grosso received an “Award of Distinction” for the Grosso Group’s long track record, conviction and
support of the mining industry in Argentina

2014
2015
2018

Mr. Grosso received, at the Argentina Mining conference, the “Prominent International Businessman” award
Golden Arrow Resources Corporation named “Exploration Company of the Year” in Argentina
Golden Arrow Resources Corporation one of the “Ten Best Mining Companies to Watch in 2018”
as selected by Insights Success Magazine
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Executive Management
Nikolaos Cacos, MIM, BSc.
Vice President Business Development
Mr. Cacos brings over 30 years of management and advisory expertise in the mineral
exploration industry. He has worked with Grosso Group since inception and serves as
a senior level executive for all the Grosso Group member companies. Mr. Cacos’ career
includes administration and strategic planning for public companies. He currently serves
as an officer and director of a number of TSX Venture Exchange listed companies. He holds
a Master of International Management degree from Heidelberg, Germany and a Bachelor
of Science degree from the University of British Columbia.

Brian McEwen, P.Geo.
VP Exploration and Development
Mr. McEwen is a professional geologist with more than 30 years of exploration and
production experience in open-pit and underground mining projects and operations.
The extent of his experience is global in managing numerous projects in Canada, US, Europe,
Asia, Africa and throughout Latin America. Mr. McEwen’s previous roles include more than
a decade with MRDI (AMEC Peru) where he was responsible for project management,
economic resource and reserve calculations for various precious and base metal companies
worldwide, including BHP Billiton, CM Antamina, Teck, Hochschild and Phelps Dodge
among others.

Darren C. Urquhart, CPA, C.A.
Chief Financial Officer
Mr. Urquhart is a chartered professional accountant with 20 years of experience working
in public practice and industry. Mr. Urquhart operates his own public practice accounting
firm offering chief financial officer and accounting services to TSX Venture Exchange listed
companies in Vancouver. He has also served as director for some of his corporate clients.
Mr. Urquhart began his career working as an audit accountant with Grant Thornton LLP,
then later worked as a senior tax accountant with Lohn Caulder Chartered Accountants. He
obtained his chartered accountant designation in 2001 and is a member of the Chartered
Professional Accountants of British Columbia. In 1995, he graduated from the University of
British Columbia with a Bachelor degree of Applied Science in Electrical Engineering.
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Geology and Exploration
The Grosso Group employs cutting edge exploration technology
and certified Qualified Persons (“QP”) in the field and in the
corporate head office to:
• Identify and evaluate acquisitions and prospect new ground for Grosso Group member companies.
• Plan, manage and execute explorations programs.
• Achieve new discoveries.
• Produce technical reports and present results to regulators, analysts, the financial community
and shareholders.

Dr. David Terry, PhD., P.Geo.
Senior Technical Advisor
Dr. Terry is a professional economic geologist, senior executive and corporate director
with more than 30 years’ of international experience in the mineral resources sector.
He has played key roles in the successful acquisition, exploration and development
of a number of precious and base metal deposits, primarily in North and South America,
and has expertise in advanced project evaluation, M&A, corporate finance, and design
and execution of effective exploration programs.
In the course of his career Dr. Terry has held executive positions and directorships with
a number of publicly listed and private mineral resource companies; he currently serves
as a director of Blue Sky Uranium Corp., Golden Arrow Resources Corporation, Aftermath
Silver Ltd. and Genesis Metals Corp. until recently was an independent director of Great Bear
Resources Ltd. He has also worked with a number of senior mining companies including
Boliden Limited, Westmin Resources Limited, Hemlo Gold Mines Inc., Cominco Limited
and Gold Fields Mining Corporation.
Dr. Terry holds a B.Sc. and Ph.D. in geology from Western University in Ontario and
is a member of the Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of BC.
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Hugo Caranza, P.Geo.
Exploration Manager, South America for Golden Arrow Resources Corp.
Mr. Caranza has over 30 years of exploration experience in Argentina, Uruguay and Central
America, including 16 years exploring for precious and base metals with Votorantim Metals,
Pegasus Gold, Lac Minerals, Bond International and Minera Aquilar. Mr. Caranza served
for nine years as General Manager at Alex Stewart Assayers.

Guillermo Pensado, B.Sc., M.Sc.
VP of Exploration for Blue Sky Uranium Corp.
Mr. Pensado is a professional economic geologist with more than two decades of expertise
in the mineral exploration industry with particular emphasis on uranium. He holds extensive
experience in exploration and economic project assessment in Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Peru,
USA and Canada, mainly focused in uranium, precious metals and copper deposits.

Dr. Jorge Berizzo
Technical Advisor to Blue Sky Uranium Corp.
Dr. Berizzo has over four decades of uranium exploration and production experience
in Argentina, with a focus on the province of Chubut. His roles ranged from senior
exploration geologist to mine manager for the Argentinean National Atomic Energy
Commission (“CNEA”), as well as privately owned companies. His work has seen him explore
in a range of geological settings, and he is credited with a leading role in the discovery
of the Cerro Condor and Cerro Solo uranium deposits in Chubut province, Argentina.
Dr. Berizzo was instrumental in Blue Sky’s pioneering efforts to explore for uranium
in the province of Rio Negro, Argentina and in the identification and acquisition of the
Blue Sky Uranium’s portfolio of highly prospective properties.
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Miles Rideout
VP of Exploration for Argentina Lithium & Energy Corp.
Mr. Rideout has 34 years of experience in advanced exploration practice, responsible
business management, scientific team building, and mining integration with local
communities and indigenous peoples.
In recent positions, Mr. Rideout has directly managed the acquisition and exploration
of dozens of lithium properties in northern Argentina. Previously he served 5 years
as CEO of Latin American Minerals, Inc. (TSX VENTURE:LAT), advancing gold and diamond
projects in Paraguay, and 23 years with Quantec Geoscience, Inc., where he initiated
operations in South America and managed subsidiaries in several countries. He has
experience in mine permitting, financing, construction, and operations (implemented
the first operating mine in Paraguay). In addition, Mr. Rideout has expertise with all major
geophysical technologies applied within the mining industry and decades of experience
working with many of the most successful exploration teams in South America.
He participated in the discovery of several world-class deposits including the Collahuasi
and Ujina copper- porphyry deposits, Veladero epithermal gold deposit, and Navidad VMS/
epithermal silver deposit. Mr. Rideout holds a B.Sc. with Honors Certificate in Geophysics,
from the University of Western Ontario (1987). Fluent in English and Spanish, he has lived
in Mendoza, Argentina for more than 20 years.
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Engineering and Production
The Grosso Group and its member companies have access to professionals to expand beyond
exploration to feasibility study and mine engineering for production.

Alf Hills, Mine Engineer
Technical Advisor to Golden Arrow Resources Corp.
Mr. Alf Hills is a Professional Engineer with over 35 years of international mine evaluation,
development and operational experience. From 2006 to 2013, he was the CEO and
a director of Kobex Minerals Inc. and its predecessor company, International Barytex
Resources. Prior to that he spent 26 years with Placer Dome Inc. He was involved
in the development of the CIM Best Practice Guidelines for Mineral Resource and
Mineral Reserve Estimates. Mr. Hills is a graduate of the University of British Columbia
in Mining and Mineral Process Engineering.

Chuck Edwards, P.Eng.
Technical Advisor to Blue Sky Uranium Corp.
Mr. Edwards is a Professional Engineer with over 50 years of experience in Research and
Development, operations, government service, consulting and engineering management.
He is now Principal with Extractive Metallurgy Consulting in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan.
Mr. Edwards specializes in uranium processing for both alkaline and acid leach plants.
He was involved in the engineering design of all the current uranium facilities in
Saskatchewan’s Athabasca Basin, and has worked on uranium projects on five continents.
Recently he was a Process Engineering Advisor at the Saskatchewan Research Council.
Previously he held positions as Director of Metallurgy at Amec Foster Wheeler, Principal
Metallurgist at Cameco Corporation, Regional Coordinator for Mineral Development
Agreements for Energy, Mines and Resources Canada, Senior Metallurgist/Process Engineer
with Kilborn Western Ltd., and Chief Metallurgist at Eldor Mines, Rabbit Lake, among others.
Mr. Edwards has been a Technical Consultant to the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA), Vienna, Austria since 1999 and served as President of the Canadian Institute
of Mining, Metallurgy and Petroleum (CIM) in 2011-2012.
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Environmental
The business of exploration and mining carries great responsibility for the well-being of communities
that surround the operations of the Grosso Group and its member companies. Safeguarding
the environment is a core value and the Grosso Group and its member companies are committed
to fulfilling their environmental and governance responsibilities.

Daniel Guzman
Environmental Manager
Mr. Guzman has more than 30 years of experience in the mining industry and has
developed an expertise in environmental management, hydrology and hydrogeology.
His professional career has been linked to uranium mining and issues of environmental
studies management, strategic environmental assessment and the development
and execution of sustainability management plans.
He has a degree in Geophysics from the Faculty of Exact, Physical and Natural Sciences
of the National University of San Juan, Argentina and obtained a Master’s degree
in Environmental Engineering from Faculty of Engineering, at the National University
of Cuyo, Argentina.
Currently, Mr. Guzman is the Environmental Manager for the Grosso Group member
companies. Previously, he worked for the Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations, at the National Atomic Energy Commission of Argentina and at the
General Department of Irrigation in the province of Mendoza, Argentina

Corporate Social Responsibility and Community Relations
The Grosso Group is recognized as a leader in the field of corporate social responsibility and community
relations throughout South America. Our team, headed by Joseph Grosso, provides unequalled access
to industry leading social responsibility and community relations experts. The Grosso Group and the
member companies have experienced no community issues or rejections because of our comprehensive
practices that have allowed us the privilege to operate consistently over 29 years in South America.

Carlos D’Amico, Engineer
Corporate Social Responsibility and Community Relations
Mr. D’Amico is an engineer with over 30 years of experience working in the mining
exploration sector with extensive expertise in environmental stewardship, community
relations and sustainable corporate social responsibility initiatives. He interacts with
communities, stakeholders, regulators and local leaders and excels in building relationships
with indigenous communities, organizations, local representatives and NGO’s. Mr. D’Amico
is responsible for overseeing corporate social initiatives and community relations for Grosso
Group and its member companies.

Public Relations
The Grosso Group promotes its values by providing information relating to the activity of the Grosso
Group and its member companies. We strive to strengthen relationships with key public stakeholders,
all levels of government, organizations and media with a focus on honesty, building trust, clarity and
maintaining continued goodwill by fostering a two way communication process to build positive
outcomes and understanding.

Gustavo Fulloni
Country Manager, Argentina & Public Relations Manager for South America
Mr. Fulloni is a lawyer. He has worked as Commercial Manager for Boart Longyear and
as Commercial Operations Manager for Patagonia Drill Mining Services. He has considerable
experience within the mining sector and, in particular, promotes good public relations
with all levels of government, stakeholders and key organizations in South America.
Mr Fulloni acts as Country Manager for Argentina and Public Relations Manager for the
Grosso Group and its member companies and is responsible for managing the activities,
workforce, business policies and corporate negotiations on behalf of the Grosso Group
and its member companies in South America.
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Financing and Corporate Investor Communications
The Grosso Group has an experienced team able to assist its member companies with complete
financing, communication strategies, news dissemination, website, social media and marketing. We have
an extensive network of contacts that includes financing institutions, funds, high net worth investors,
brokers and retail investors in North and South America, the UK, Europe and Asia. The Grosso Group has
assisted in raising over US$200 Million.

Shawn Perger
Corporate / Investor Communications Manager
Shawn Perger is based in Vancouver Canada and has worked in the international financial
markets for over 35 years with a primary focus on mining. He works from the Grosso Group
member companies in corporate finance and communications capacities.

Accounting & Administration
The Grosso Group provides accounting and administration expertise to its member companies and has
in house accounting personnel experienced with TSX V and SEC public company regulatory compliance.

Niru Bhaskar, Controller
Grosso Group Member Companies
Ms. Bhaskar is an accounting professional with over 10 years of experience in corporate
reporting, in depth accounting, financial planning and analysis, treasury, and risk
management in different industries ranging from mineral exploration, banking, and
technology. She holds a Master’s in Finance degree from Singapore Management University
and has published joint chapters in Handbook of Digital Currency: Bitcoin, Innovation,
Financial Instruments, and Big Data (Elsevier).
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Legal, Property Management, Compliance
The Grosso Group has specialized in house personnel knowledgeable in North and South American legal
systems, property management, corporate, mining and securities exchange legal requirements including
legal representation in every jurisdiction that member companies operate ensuring compliance with all
regulatory, permitting, environmental and social licence requirements to keep projects in good standing.

Maria Ledezma
In House Legal Counsel and Property Manager
In-House Counsel, Grosso Group. Barrister and Solicitor-Notary Public for the Grosso Group
and its member companies. Expertise in negotiations, mining permitting and compliance,
environmental compliance, mining agreements, social responsibility, corporate and mining
due diligence, among others. Civil Law attorney (Venezuela) with experience in the mining
industry in Mexico, Colombia, Peru, Argentina, Chile and Canada. Extensive knowledge of
the regulatory mining and environmental framework cross South America. Solid experience
and skills in contract drafting and negotiating, contract risk analysis, assessment and
management. Fluent in written and oral English, Spanish, French and basic Portuguese.

Connie Norman
Corporate Officer for Grosso Group Member Companies
Ms. Norman is a senior corporate officer with over 20 years of experience within the public
company sector providing Corporate Secretary and Regulatory Compliance expertise.
While her main focus has been on TSX Venture listed issuers, Ms. Norman has also worked
with companies listed on the TSX and HKEx.

Cristina Pedrosa
Paralegal and EA to Joseph Grosso
Ms. Pedrosa provides high level confidential executive administrative and development
support to the Grosso Group’s founder, Joseph Grosso and works closely with the
Grosso Group’s in house legal counsel and property manager. She has extensive experience
working in top law firms in British Columbia, Canada in administration and as a paralegal
responsible for a wide range of transactions. She is fluent in English, French, Spanish
and basic Portuguese.
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Our Beginnings in Argentina
Joseph Grosso establishes the first Grosso Group Company in Argentina called
Minas Argentinas S.A. in 1993.
Mr. Joseph Grosso, founder of the Grosso Group, has fond memories of the early
days of 1993, when he became a pioneer of mining exploration in Argentina.
He started in the province of San Juan where exploration logistics and mining
suppliers were non existent. In those day, high altitude exploration had to rely
on 94 mules and 14 handlers that carried all supplies for exploration campaigns
in the higher altitudes.
The Grosso Group and Argentina have come a long way together since then.
The province of Chubut was where the Grosso Group developed and perfected
its successful model of community relations and environmental best practices,
that was recognized with a national award, and which continues
to form part of the policies of Grosso Group and its member companies.
We are proud that the Grosso Group and its member companies have to date made four discoveries
to date in Argentina:
• The Gualcamayo Gold Mine in San Juan province;
• The Navidad Silver Deposit (one of the largest silver deposits in the world in the province of Chubut);
• The Chinchillas silver mine discovery in the province of Jujuy; and
• The Ivana / Amarillo Grande uranium and vanadium deposit (the largest uranium discovery in Argentina)
in the province of Rio Negro
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Superior Mining Management
GROSSO GROUP MANAGEMENT LTD.

